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Hung ParHaments， Referendums

Logic in the Shadow of Brexit

and Structural Problems of Political Parties：The PoUtical

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhou Shuzhen，Sun Runnan(2)

A bstract：Brexit has ended two prime ministers’political liVes． But it seems there are still no

signs of reaching a consensus in the parliament． On the contrary， the national political divergence of

the next Prime Minister candidates and the EU Parliament Election has become further intensified． For

political parties，their fhnctional decline in aggregating social diffbrences has led to the failure in con-

verging the voters’consensus and thus create a hung parliament． The coordination mechanism of“exec—

utiVe—legislatiVe” relationship running by an absolute majority pany in the parliament has been de—

stroyed． The inner party diVergence of the minority Conservative Pany cabinet and the judicial involve-

ment haVe eventually reconstructed the“parliament—government”relationship． In order to have a more

solid autho rization basis， the ruling pany tried to rely on the expression of popular sovereignty——refbr-

endum or an early election． These two failures haVe fbrther weakened the administrative capacity of the

ConserVatiVe Party． The contradjction between the legj“macy of the people’s sovereignty and the legiti—

macy of public power， the Veto confIontation between the ruling pany and the opposition parties， ulti—

mately leading to the structural problems of pany p01itics，is the p01itical logic behind Brexit dilemma．

Key words：brexit；hung Parliament；referendum；party politics

The Compositing Tendency of Electoral Systems： Based on an Empirical Study of the Third

WaVe of Democratization ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Bao Gangsheng(13)

Abstract：The electoral system is an important institutional design for young democracies． A1-

though the proportional representation system was the most widely distributed in the third wave of de—

mocratization，it didn’t lead to many pola“zed multiparty systems． This was because most third．wave

democratic counn_ies，which adopted the proportional representa“on system， usually chose a composi．

ting proportional representation system which reduced the proportionality of the electoraJ system by cut—

ting down the district magnitude and setting the threshold fbr political panies， in order to avoid the

{●agmentation of party systems． Furthermore，in the third wave of democratization，not only the propo卜

tional representation system had a tendency to becoming a compositing proportional representation sys—

tem， but also almost all of the young democracies， on the wh01e， had a composting or convergence

tendency of electoral system，including the transfbrmation of the plurality／majority system to other elec．

toraI systems，the“se of the mixed eIectoral system，and the compositing transformation of proportional

representation system，which aimed to balance the relation between government effbctiveness and repre-

sentatiVeness through institutional design of electoral systems．

Key words：electoral system；party system；proportional representation；third wave of democratiza．

tinn

Identity PoIitics and NationaI Identity：American DiIemma and its SoIutions in the Age of Eco．

nomic Globalization⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Lin Hong(30)

Abstract：The phenomenon of identity being a political issue has existed since ancient times． In

the 2 1 st Century， where economic globalization collides intensely with nation state， the political chal．
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lenges that identity poses have been increasing in severity． Ever since 20 1 6。the shadow of identitv is．

sue is clearly Visible in the shaIp right turn of the Ame—can and European politjcs． Due to the maior

impacts that Trump’s elected presidency has on western democracy and the order of world politics，it is

eVen more crucial to inVestigate the identity concerns behind the American p01itjcs． In the U．S， the

liberal leftist adVocates pluralism identity and diffbrent cultural power，naunting the so．called‘the per．

sonal is poJitical’，and pu¨ing fonvard a series of af矗I．mative action policies． However，along with the

emergence oI economic globalization’s negatiVe effects， the reverse of pluralism identity politics has in．

duced a type of whjte identjty poli“cs． As a result，a right populist tide is now in action． In order to

saVe the liberal democracy ftom this crisis， A merican inteUectual elites have proposed series of plans

and rationales． But jn truth， neither Huntington’s

Identities proVes successfbl in settling the dispute

￡y．

American Creed， nor Fukuyama’s CreedaI NationaI

between the identity politics and the national identi—

Key words：identity politics；national identity；American Creed；liberalism：conservatism

The Whistleblower Protection System OVerseas and Its Implications⋯⋯⋯ Peng Chengyi(42)
Abstract：The task of China’s current anti．corruption struggle is to consolidate and develop the o．

Verwhehning Victory in the an“一corruption struggle and achieve greater strategic results． In this context，

to ameliorate the whistlebJower protection system is undoubtedly an excellent institutionalized strategic

choice． Foreign countries haVe rich theoretical and practical experiences in this respect， but the re．

search and discussion in this 6eld is relatively rare and lacks systematicness and depth． Based on the

experiences of fbreign countries，the whistle-blower protection system is not only conducive to the reali．

zation of indiVidual liberty and democratic“ghts，but also helps to maintain social public securitv and

interests，and enhance the social responsibility of enterprises and civil organizations． For present Chi．

na， the system can meet the systemic needs of improVing political ecology，supplement and improve the

superVision system featured on self-supervision，eliminate the negative role of social capital，match the

goals of comprehensiVely deepening refbrm， help to cultivate civic virtue and advance democratic poli．

tics，and enhance China’s international image． Therefbre，through systematic review of the historical e．

Volution， legislatiVe f●amework， protection objects， protection areas， protection content， acceptance

and reView，fbllow—up and remedy，promotion and incentives，and periodic assessments of the whistle．

blower protection system oVerseas，the anicle recommends that China should focus on strengthening the

rights-based cognition of the system， 8peeding up specialized legislation， checking and strengthening

the system implementation， effbctiVely improving the system’s promotion and incentives， and using

tools such as big data to regularly evaluate and adjust the system．

Key words：whistleblower protection system；corruption prevention； whistleblower protection；po．

1itical ecology；anti．corruption

Dilemma and Challenge：MethodoIogy Evolution and Paradigm Transforma“on of Rural PoJjtj．

cal study ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯He Donghang(55)

Abstract：Rural politics，a branch of political scjence focuses its study on rural political relation．

ship， power， institutions and their developing rules． With describing the emergence process of rural

politics，presenting its researching瑚ethodology ev01ution and paradjgm transf0珊ation， it summed up

that 11lral political studies gained a lot on rural governance by adopting diH’erent patterns such as histor．

1c analysls， process‘eVent anaJysjs， questjonnaire and fjeld work and exploring f而m several perspec．

tiVes like structuralism， institutional ism and semiotic discourse Analysis． In addition， Dilemmas and
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challenges the rural p01itical researchers have met with actually existed not only on the theoretic leVel，

but also on the methodical and informative way． Therefore，jt came up with several transforming possi—

bilities of studying paradigms to promote the deVelopment of rural poli“cal science．

Key words：rural politics；study paradigm；dilemma；transformation

Language in Politics and Politics in Language：Linguistic Turn in Political Methodology
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Guo Taihui(66)

Abstract：Linguistic turn is a thinking waVe at contemporary time，arguing to find facts and con-

struct knowledge by language． This wave， heaVily challenging humanistic and social sciences， has

great effects on political methodology with approach and method． Linguistic approach belieVes the lan-

guage in politics， meaning that language is the most important politicaI phenomenon with two dif亿rent

assumptions． Renectivism sees the language as the media，grasping the strong structure in such macro

issues as nation，state，institution，while the constructivism think language as the essence，molding the

weak structure in such micro issues as social network，collective identity and action． Linguistic method

emphasizes the p01itics in language， seeing written text as the wh01e evidence of political facts， with

three specific analytical fbrms of words， concept and discourse，which diffbrently come close to politi—

cal studies． The limits of Linguistic turn are the uncertainty of knowledge with two approaches and the

unnecessary chaos with the textist method． Political methodology in China should not seek the novelty

of approach and method disregardfhl of its limits but come out of Linguistic cage and back to the trans·

linguistic social facts and norms．

Key wOrds：political methodology；linguistic turn；approach and method

The Road to The Community：The “Conditional Theory” of Marxist PoHticaI DeVelopment

View⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wu XiaoUn(77)

Abstract：For a long time， the discourse power of political deVelopment has been monopolized by

western scholars． One of the imponant contributions of Marxism beyond the western concept of political

deVelopment js tha￡it traces back￡o￡he root basis of poli￡ical deVelopment， revealing the fetters of

western political deVelopment to the f}eedom， and points to the fhture goal of the association of f}ee

men(community)． The Marxist view of political development is a kind of“conditional theory”． Its

core content is to regard the fhII deVelopment of economy and society as the historical condition of poIit—

ical deVelopment． The Man【ism also criticizes a11 kinds of linear logic and suIhce thinking of political

deVelopment．It puts fbrward the conditions fbr the transitional regime to move towards to the goal of the

future community． Marxist View of political development is an organic“conditional theory” emphasi-

zing ideological mobilization，organizational unity and positive action． It is not only critical but also has

the construction of ref6rming and guiding practice． The theoretical and practical circles should not only

explore the methodological significance of the Marxist political development， but also provide rich and

competitiVe practical methods．

Key words：political deVelopment；p01itical freedom；community；conditional theory

Power Types and Mechanisms of Authorization：an Analysis for the Top Leaders of Party and

GoVernment in County⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Huang Qisong，Hu Gandong(89)

Abstract：Political power is the base of state． Power distribution is the important issue of modem

state-making． In Chinese p01itical system，the county regime is an important element． Power of the top

leaders of party and government and its working play basic and positive r01e in state-governance． But，
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there are negatiVe affects which the top 1eaders of party and goVernment haVe， such as power corrup—

tion． The paper explores the reason of power corruption in another perspectiVe． According to the analy—

sis，there are two mechanisms of authorization which is 1egislatiVe and administrative， and three ways

of authorization that is through laws，regulations，and goVernment documents． Through the mechanism

and ways， the top leaders of party and government haVe the total power， and the power has fhzzy

boundary． It is the institutional reason of power corruption．

1【ey wOrds：power in county； mechanisms of authorization；the top leaders of party and goVern‘

ment in county；power structure

The Dual Institutional Logic Of China’s Petition System and the“Non·Administrative Petition”：

An Empirical Study of Repeat Co¨ective Petitions in City A(2010—2014)

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯xia Ying(102)

Abstract：Based on repeat petitions in city A in China from 20 1 0 to 20 1 4，this study finds that a1一

most all the petitions are for materials interests of the petitioners． China’s petition system is actuany

running as a disputes resolution organ． A vast number of“non—administratiVe petitions” are crowded

into the petition channel and overload it． The existence of the“non—administratiVe petitions”is due to

the dual institutional logic of the petition system itself． The p01itical logic is pushing the system towards

the“broad” end， whilst the administrative logic is restricting it to a“narrow” end． This dual institu—

tional logic brings uncertainties into the petition system． Nevertheless，they do not contradict each oth·

er． The political logic serves as the fhndamental philosophy of the petition system while the administra‘

tive guides the actual work of the petition organs． A combination of the two will eventually leads to fur—

ther institutionalization of the petition system in China．

Key words：petition； institutional logic； repeat collective petition； administratiVe petition； non—

administrative Detition

Vertical Separation of Powers and China’s Achievements：A Explanation of Multi-leVel owner_

ship⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Fenghua(112)

Abstract：The vertical separation of powers is an important factor for the China’s achieVements

during the 70 years after its liberation． A1though the literature about this subject divides on the eValua—

tions of its peI·fbrmance，the paradigm among the opposing parties is the same，f色deralism based on the

Tiebout model． The Tiebout model， the ideal type of American vertical separation of powers， is a

mechanism of 10cal government’s competition leading to optimal proVision of local public goods． The ra’

tionale of the Tiebout model is separation of powers by nature of human affairs，which does not confbrm

to the fact of China’s vertical separation of powers by prio“ties of human affairs． Unified leadership and

decentralized management is the principle of Chinese practice． China’Vertical separation of powers is

successfbl， because it could deal with the dynamic， abnormal and inter—regional public affairs effbc—

tivelv． FundamentaUv，the system works well for the universal existence of multi-level ownership of hu—

man afl’airs． The multi．1evel ownership theory could be a general theoretical instrument fbr understand—

ing social and economic phenomena．

Key words：vertieal separation of powers；fbderalism； separation of powers by prio“ties； muIti‘

level ownershiD
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